AVM Recommended Systems
We’ve selected the AVM systems that offer the best sonic performance and value,
and a logical upgrade path. Items with the [QS] designation are on our Quick Ship
program which means we do our best to keep them in stock at all times.

CS 6.3 All-In-One Streaming Receiver - $17,995
The CS 6.3 is a true high-end all-in-one system with no shortage of
features including; a quad 384/32 bit DSD 128 DAC, Bluetooth 4.2, high
quality CD drive, USB and SPDIF inputs, support for external drives and
USB sticks, and a Class A headphone amp. The powerful amplifier
delivers 250 watts/channel. The unit is Roon Ready and supports all
popular streaming services. Control is by iOS or Android apps. [QS]

A 5.2 Integrated Amplifier - $8,995
The A 5.2 is a modern, versatile and powerful integrated amplifier that
was designed for customers who prefer to have fewer components and
want an elegant, easy to use sound system. Optional DAC and Phono
plug-in cards can be added any time at $895 each. With a generous 185
watts per channel and AVM’s 83T triode tubes, the A 5.2 drive any
loudspeaker and delivers sublime musicality. [QS]

A 6.2 ME High Performance Integrated Amplifier - $10,995
The A 6.2 ME (Master Edition) is an integrated amp designed with a
single goal: provide the best sound quality attainable. Utilizing a highspeed MOSFET output stage, it produces 180 watts per channel driving
even demanding loudspeakers to full orchestral levels. The A 6.2 ME
runs in purist Class A for normal listening, thanks to a power supply
with a massive toroidal transformer and 120,000 microfarads of AVM’s
proprietary capacitors. Outstanding value for money. [QS]

A 8.3 Reference Integrated Amplifier - $21,995
The A 8.3 delivers world-class sound quality and versatility in a singlechassis unit. A true dual-mono design, with four separate power
supplies and a tube input stage, the A 8.3 provides relaxed, detailed
sound and rock-solid stereo imaging. With 225 watts the A 8.3 provides
dynamic drive for even demanding speakers. System integration is
assured with 2 sets of speaker terminals, home theater/AV bypass, and
a pair of 10 volt triggers. Class A headphone amplifier, 384/32 bit DSD
128 DAC, Bluetooth 4.2, RCA and XLR inputs and outputs are all
included in this ultimate integrated music system. [QS]

PA 5.2 / SA 6.3 – High Performance Separates - $21,790
The performance level rises significantly when you move up to AVM
separates. The PA5.2 / SA 6.3 combination provides breath-taking,
lifelike sound quality with 225 watts per channel from a compact,
elegant system. The SA 6.3 features three separate power supplies, and
a hefty toroidal power transformer ensures that the fully-balanced
circuitry, with 20 high-current MOSFET output devices per channel, will
reproduce music with all its power and impact. [QS]

PA 8.3 / SA 8.3 – Reference Stereo System - $46,580
Our reference PA 8.3 preamplifier sets a new standard for sound quality
and versatility. Optional plug-in cards provide exactly the options you
need with future flexibility. The SA 8.3 amplifier’s tube input stage
preserves delicate musical detail and ambience while massive dual
power supplies, with a separate toroidal transformer for each channel,
yield an effortless 450 watts/channel from the high-current MOSFET
output stages. Superb transient response and unlimited dynamic range
provide a magical listening experience, and a USB software update port
guarantees decades of future-proof performance.

PA 8.3 / MA 8.3 – Reference Monoblock System - $71,580
The MA 8.3 combines the delicacy and precision of a tube input stage
with the power and unlimited dynamics of a high-current MOSFET
output stage featuring 48 closely-matched devices and 1,000 watts per
channel. When partnered with our flagship PA 8.3 preamplifier, this
combination delivers a most natural and detailed sound with real-life
dynamics.
This system will drive any loudspeaker with unmatched slam and drive,
while maintaining immense reserve capacity, ensuring orchestral
crescendi are reproduced with their full glory. Ultra-short signal paths
and massive power supplies containing 5 transformers and capacitor
banks with 40,000 microfarads yield unmatched transient ability and
thrilling dynamic contrasts. The MA 8.3 is the pinnacle of the AVM line,
and provides state of the art sound and lasting value.

[QS] Denotes models on Quick Ship Program.
All power ratings quoted into 8 Ohms.
Prices in Canadian Dollars. April 2021.
Click here to read more about the recommended AVM systems:

https://www.bluebirdmusic.com/sections/recommended-systems.html

